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Book Review

Sharing the Ganges

Ben Crow, Alan Lindquist & David Wilson

N ew D elhi, Sage, 1995, Rs. 185

Much has been written on sharing the Ganges (Ganga) since 1961, when India

announced its decision to construct the Farakka barrage across this river.

Negotiations and controversies on this issue have persisted for decades Ð

initially between Pakistan and India, and subsequently between Bangladesh and

India. Ben Crow and others have diligen tly documented the inter-governmental

negotiations. But this scholarship has sometimes yielded to a tendency to

misrepresen t India. For example, according to Crow and his associates, India has

allowed political expediency to override technical considerations in the course of

negotiations. Actually, this is more true of Pakistan/BangladeshÐ at any rate

from the Indian viewpoint, for Bangladesh has a ¯ at terrain , and it cannot

construct a barrage to store Ganga waters, which, therefore, can only ¯ ow to the

sea in the absence of a barrage at Farakka. Such wastage of water is not taken

into proper account by Bangladesh experts or experts such as Crow. Nor do they

pause to consider the incontrovertible fact that the Farakka barrage has substan-

tially reduced the severity of ¯ oods in Bangladesh.

This leads us to another example of the authors’ bias against India: their

extraordinary contention that there is no essential need for India to construct the

Farakka barrage. They reject India’s claim that this barrage is essential to save

Calcutta port and improve agriculture in a vast area suffering from lack of sweet

water. They cavalierly discount a series of investigations conducted during

pre-1947 decades by the British authorities, which prompted the British to award

the Muslim-majority district of Murshidabad to India (so that a barrage could be

constructed to save Calcutta port), and, in exchange, to award the Hindu-

majority district of Khulna to Pakistan, at the time of partition of the subconti-

nent in 1947. Crow and others have even concocted a fanciful explanation for the

lack of urgency for the construction of the barrage, which has been delayed by

as long as 16 years. One wonders how the authors miss the most important and

obvious cause behind the delay: plain of ® cial incompetence.

Another example of the book’s prejudice against India is the reliance on two

experts appointed by the Government of Pakistan to investigate whether the

diversion of water from the Ganges to the Bhagirathi-Hooghly can bene® t the

Calcutta port. These two experts expectedly differ from a large number of other

experts who have attested to the favourable impact of the divers ion of the

Ganges water on Calcutta port. But even the two Pakistan-appointed experts

agree that this diversion can certainly reduce the salinity of water. Since Crow

and others proclaim a concern for improving the lot of the poverty-stricken
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people living on both sides of the Ganges, they should defend the Farakka

barrage, which has reduced the salinity of water drunk by more than 10 million

people living in Calcutta. They should also be pleased that the poor in the

districts of Murshidabad, Nadia and parts of North 24 Parganas have bene® ted

immensely from the Ganges water diverted through the Farakka barrage,

which has removed salinity of water and enormously improved agricultural

production in the three aforesaid districts . This is indeed a con® rmation of

the contention by the author of the Partition ProceedingsÐ Cyril RadcliffeÐ

about why the district of Murshidabad should be awarded to India, and why

India should be in a position to construct a barrage across the Ganges.

The principal strength of the bookÐ the authors’ interest in handling massive

data sourcesÐ has also turned into its biggest weakness in three ways. First, the

authors have lost their way amidst highly uncertain technical data, with pro-

nounced gaps in logical analyses , and they have found the way out by oc-

casional support of the Indian viewpoint, in sharp contrast with repeated

endorsement (albeit veiled) of the Bangladesh viewpoint. The inescapable im-

press ion in an Indian reader is that the authors are preoccupied (even if

involuntarily) with heaping insinuations and/or denunciations upon India.

Second, the authors pay disproportionately close attention to studies with an

anti-Indian orientation, even though technical ¯ aws and uncertainties are

glaring in these studies. In contrast, the authors pay scant attention to the

World Bank study giving a favourable assessment of the Indian proposal for a

Ganga± Brahmaputra Link Canal, although some such link canal (with or

without modi® cations of the Indian proposal) offers the only way to augment

the ¯ ow of the Ganga and lead to a solution of the Ganga waters’ scarcity

bedevilling India ± Bangladesh relations. Third, the authors have displayed great

zeal in mixing up political propaganda with technical assessments. Their com-

ments may be scintillating, but are devoid of a minimum capacity to compre-

hend hard political realities . They fail to distinguish between the seriousness of

the Indian charge that Bangladesh has to misrepresen t the Ganga waters issue

in order to acquire a propaganda focus for national unity, and the frivolity of the

Bangladeshi complaint that India intends to destabilize Bangladesh by the

misuse of Ganga waters. A little familiarity with on-the-ground realities could

convince the authors that destabilization of Bangladesh is entirely counterpro-

ductive for India, already reeling under the impact of a massive in¯ ux of

refugees from Bangladesh, which has severely altered the demographic scenario

and threatened socioeconomic-political stability.

A Flood Action Plan (FAP) was prepared in 1989 by the Government of

Bangladesh with substantial aid from France, Japan, the UNDP, USAID, and the

World Bank. If Crow and his co-authors had thoroughly consulted this 1989

FAP, they might have convinced themselves about the hollowness of the

Bangladeshi complaint regarding the adverse impact of the Farakka barrage on

agricultural production in Bangladesh. On this point, Bangladesh appears to be

trying to convert untruth into truth by sheer repetition of illogical monstrosities.

According to Bangladesh, w ithdrawal of water by India through the Farakka

barrage during the dry season has deserti® ed a large area of Bangladesh. This

contention is ¯ atly contradicted by data available from the 1989 FAP and other

relevant documents. Thus, the production/acreage/yield of rice and pulses

registered a steady increase from 1981 to 1991. Whereas most of the pulses are
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dry-season crops, and there is no opportunity to bring any new area under

wet-season cultivation, the increase of agricultural production can only take

place if an increasingly larger quantity of land is utilized during the dry season.

This cannot but demonstrate the futility of the charge that the Farakka barrage

has had a disastrous impact upon Bangladesh agriculture. In fact, in 1992± 93,

Bangladesh produced 19 million tons of rice, and thereby did away with the

necessity to import it.

Obviously, dry-season crops depend heavily on ground water for irrigation.

Inadequacy of surface run of the Ganga± Padma, supposedly due to India’ s

unilateral withdrawal of Ganga water, cannot, therefore, be regarded as the

cause of shortfall in such water necessary for irrigation in the Ganga± Padma

basin in the dry season. The argument that lifting of groundwater, on which

agriculture in the region depends, is suffering because the water table is going

down due to inadequate recharge in the monsoon season is not borne out by the

facts. Normal rainfall, that is average rainfall, in a heavy rainfall region (i.e. the

region under consideration) is good enough for replenishment of groundwater

discharged during the preceding dry season.

If Crow and his co-authors are seriously concerned about an equitable

solution to the problem of scarcity of Ganga waters, they should start with the

Helsinki regulations, and note that an application of these regulations to the

distribution of Ganga waters would entitle Bangladesh to an incomparably

smaller share of Ganga waters than the share actually allocated by the Ganga

waters agreem ent of 1977. Actually, this 1977 agreement has been grossly

inequitable to India, converting as it were a predominantly Indian river into a

Bangladeshi river. To take one simple example of incredible inequity, since

Bangladesh contains 0.73% of the Ganga’s catchment area, according to the

Helsinki regulations, Bangladesh can claim only 375 cusecs of water if 50 000

cusecs of water are totally available. Similarly, comparing other data for the two

countries, e.g. length of the river passing through the two countries, population,

etc., Bangladesh should obtain far below the 62.5% share allocated to it by the

1977 India ± Bangladesh agreement. Unfortunately, the Bangladesh media seldom

publicize such data, which could strike at the root of anti-Indian propaganda

centring on the Farakka barrage. But why should Crow and his colleagues

overlook such data?

After taking these data into consideration, Crow and his co-authors may have

no option but to recommend the Ganga± Brahmaputra Link Canal for augment-

ing the ¯ ow of the Ganga, and thereby arriving at a solution to the nagging

problem of scarcity of Ganga waters. Even if the Indian proposal for this is

accepted, and Bangladesh’s grievance about the probable loss of land is looked

into, Crow and others may remind themselves that the amount of land lost by

Bangladesh will form a mere 2% of the land that will inestimably bene® t from

¯ ood control, irrigation, inland navigation, pisiculture, etc. and total environ-

mental upgrading.

The authors of Sharing the Ganges have examined the construction of huge

storage dams in Nepal as an alternative to the aforementioned Link Canal.

Unfortunately, they have shied away from concluding that if these dams are to

contribute signi® cantly to the augmentation of the dry-season ¯ ow of the Ganga,

they may have to be so big as to destroy Nepal’s ecology.

In conclusion, one should congratulate Crow and others for stressing the

importance of initiatives towards con® dence-building measures between India
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and Bangladesh. Such initiatives have to be launched by governmental as well

as non-governmental agencies.

Jayanta Kum ar Ray

Calcutta U niversity

309 Jodhpur Park

Calcutta 700068, India
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